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Karthik Navayan <navayan@gmail.com>

Violation of equal opportunities in ActionAid, Mockery of mission statement

Karthik Navayan <Karthik.Navayan@actionaid.org> Wed, Jun 26, 2013 at 12:47 PM
To: Irene Ovonji Odida <Irene.Actionaid@gmail.com>, Joanna Kerr <Joanna.Kerr@actionaid.org>, Sandeep
Chachra <Sandeep.Chachra@actionaid.org>, All AAI and Country Staff <allaaistaff@actionaid.org>, Catherine
Rodgers <Catherine.Rodgers@actionaid.org>, Chancellor Chancellor <chancellor@scu.edu.au>,
"aasayeed78@gmail.com" <aasayeed78@gmail.com>, Silvio Caccia Bava <scbava@uol.com.br>,
"tpm@ms.dk" <tpm@ms.dk>, "ekr@ms.dk" <ekr@ms.dk>, "cm.heumann@hotmail.fr"
<cm.heumann@hotmail.fr>, "aniwam@yahoo.com" <aniwam@yahoo.com>, "csamayoa@gmail.com"
<csamayoa@gmail.com>, "Alexandra.mitsotaki@gmail.com" <Alexandra.mitsotaki@gmail.com>,
"azmishabana@gmail.com" <azmishabana@gmail.com>, "petercassells@eircom.net"
<petercassells@eircom.net>, "om.varnelli@varnelli.it" <om.varnelli@varnelli.it>, "phdido2007@yahoo.co.uk"
<phdido2007@yahoo.co.uk>, "gkambwili@cdh-malawi.com" <gkambwili@cdh-malawi.com>, Julia Holm
<jmftholm@gmail.com>, "subaskecee@kusom.edu.np" <subaskecee@kusom.edu.np>,
"Lucille@heggercommunications.com" <Lucille@heggercommunications.com>, "podonli@yahoo.co.uk"
<podonli@yahoo.co.uk>, "creatinlinks@gmail.com" <creatinlinks@gmail.com>, "petra.lindskog@korpen.se"
<petra.lindskog@korpen.se>, "maimunakanyamala@hotmail.com" <maimunakanyamala@hotmail.com>,
"parporna@gmail.com" <parporna@gmail.com>, "jsnjie@qanet.gm" <jsnjie@qanet.gm>, "jaaotto@yahoo.com"
<jaaotto@yahoo.com>, "andrew@purkisfam.co.uk" <andrew@purkisfam.co.uk>, "luis.guardia@one.org"
<luis.guardia@one.org>, "Caretha78@yahoo.com" <Caretha78@yahoo.com>, "Navayan@gmail.com"
<Navayan@gmail.com>, "tonavayan@gmail.com" <tonavayan@gmail.com>
Cc: Alexandra Mitsotaki <alexandra.mitsotaki@gmail.com>, "apvvu98@gmail.com" <apvvu98@gmail.com>,
chiara somajni <chiaar@gmail.com>, Kibby Kariithi <kariithik@afrikainvestmentbank.com>, Matteo Passini
<matteo.passini@yahoo.it>, Michael Lynch-Bell <Michael@lynch-bell.com>, Nyaradzai Gumbonzvanda
<nyaradzai.gumbonzvanda@worldywca.org>, Roberto Kishinami <kishinami@gmail.com>, Trine Pertou Mach
<tpma@ms.dk>, Vijay Shunglu <vkshunglu@yahoo.co.in>

To,

 

Hon. Irene OVONJI-ODIDA

Respected Joann Kerr

Respected Sandeep Chachra

 

Respected All Members of ActionAid

 

Dear Actionaiders!

 

This mail is about my one year painful journey with ActionAid Hyderabad. I would like to put these facts
before you

 

Please click the highlighted texts to read the related mail.

 

I am Karthik Navayan, a dalit Human Rights Activist in Hyderabad and  Working in ActionAid Hyderabad as a
field Officer

 

http://wp.me/aYH2h-dY
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In January 2012, there were two advertisements for PO positions in ActionAid Hyderabad Region. The first
advertisement in ActionAid Hyderabad appeared in devnetindiaportal in January 2012, which is for 6 months
contract, last date for receiving application is 20th January. For which i have applied in response to the first
advertisement for the position of programme officer.

 

The second advertisement circulated in everyone India group mail on 2nd February 2012. The last date for
the receiving applications to this post is 10th February 2012.

 

I have applied for the first advertisement for the position of programme officer. I was short listed, interviewed
and selected for the same but i was offered the position of field officer with same job description of
programme officer, which i checked with other Programme officers from other regions as and when we met.
There is no change in the Job description offered to me as field officer and a Programme officer in ActionAid
but for salary. The panel members for this interview are DR Sagari Ramdoss (outside consultant and old NF
partner of Hyderabad Region), Raghu (Regional Manager) and Ruchi from HR.

 

I joined ActionAid on April 16th 2013 and accepted the offer just because of the respect to the work that
ActionAid is doing for the marginalised sections of the society. And hoped that the position it will be
upgraded after demonstrating my competencies.

 

I was appointed as field officer, but nobody knows it, colleagues from other regions believing that i am
programme officer. In The HR Newsletter of ActionAid- Issue 2- 2012, reported me as a Programme officer

 

Finding me not suitable for programme officer is prejudices over my competencies just because i am a dalit;
degrading my position is complete discrimination and there is no other believable reason. To inform you, in
the same ActionAid, Bangalore region short listed and interviewed me for the position of ‘Programme
Manager’ on 8th April 2011. This is higher position than the programme officer. When a person technically
qualified for a higher position in the same organisation being put aside by the regional manger (may be
dictatorially ) even after working in an immediate lower position for an year and being appreciated by many
colleagues both within and outside the region. In addition to the above what Raghu attitude towards me is
worse than the corporate sector’s attitude towards the Dalits and marginalised in India, In 2006 when all the
dalit organisations demanded for reservations in private corporate sector The corporate heads have bargained
to groom the qualified candidates for a year or so before they take part in a recruitment process in par with
others. 

 

I spoke to Raghu and requested him for the upgradation the position to the programme officer, he said that he
will pursue after completion of probation. Also I wrote a personal mail to Raghu, requesting for the
upgradation of the position at the time of confirming my probation. There is no response from Raghu. To
inform you i have been the city general secretary of human rights forum (founded by Dr Balagopal well knows
HR activist) in which Raghu also a member has seen me being a team member of several fact findings HRF
has conducted. 

 

That time Vijay Naugain also shared the person power analysis in all regions in that analysis it was
mentioned that in AP Region one FO already recruited in future this position be upgraded to PO. And the
proposal was approved by the SMT however; Raghu went for a new notification for recruitment of PO 

 

And at the time of my probation confirmation many colleagues wrote to country office requesting for the up
gradation of my position to programme officer. But this time Raghu started saying that there is no provision
for up gradation according to HR policy. But my point is, if there is no provision for up gradation, there should
not be a provision for degradation too...

http://wp.me/aYH2h-dv
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While giving feedback on my performance Indira, Vara Prasad, Rajasekhar, Bharath and Kalpana with (whom
i have been working in the Hyderabad Region) wrote to country office requesting to upgrade my position to
programme officer

 

Though i was appointed as field officer i was given the job description of programme officer and i was looking
after one LRP and 3 NF partners.  My mail was not included in the PO – India group, and i used to miss
many important communications related to LRP statutory requirements. So i requested Raghu to include my
mail in to PO-India group, now my mail was included and i am receiving mails, but my position is field officer

 

But ignoring the repeated requests from me and my colleagues my position was not upgraded but confirmed
as field officer by HR, Vijay has sent a mail on 8th November 2012

 

I resigned from the position of field officer on 21st January 2013, and wrote a mail to Sandeep (India –
Country Director) and senior management team on 26th January 2013 explaining the discrimination that i was
facing in the ActionAid Hyderabad region.

 

For which Sandeep responded immediately and asked HR to look into the matter, but till now HR did not
enquired the matter except speaking to me 2, 3 times over phone

 

Meanwhile Raghu spoke to me regarding my resignation and told that, a Programme Officer position will be
advertised soon and advised that i may apply, and get in as a fresh candidate considering my working
experience with ActionAid. Believing the same i have took back my resignation and continued as a field
officer

 

Though i was there as a programme person, instead of upgrading my position to the programme officer as
advertised in January 2013. The HR again advertised the Programme officer position on 26th March 2013. I
am now realising that it is just to send me out from the organisation

 

I was short listed and attended interview on 8th may 2013, in this interview, also Dr Sagari Ramdoss, (Old NF
Partner of AA Hyderabad) is also one of the panel members for my previous interview. 

 

As per the contract with ActionAid my period ended on 15th May 2013. But there is no communication from
HR whether to continue in the same position or not.  When i met Raghu on 16th May 2013 he told me that to
continue in the same position as it is. And father said HR will inform me about the selection process. But i
came to know that HR is conducting reference check for the other candidates who attended the interview for
programme officer position on May 8th 2013.

 

The most agonising act is some important mails i wrote with regarding my recruitment were deleted from my
official mail illegally. My password also changed, I approached our IT Unit for help, Vipin Yadav from IT unit
helped me to regain access to my official mail.  I found sufficient reasons to believe that Raghu is trying his
best to send me out from ActionAid. He is also stopped talking to me about this issue.

 

Explaining all these circumstances, I and wrote a mail to Sandeep on 18th May 2013. Sandeep also replied
on 20th May 2013 and forwarded it to HR to look into the matter
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Vijay Naugain also replied to me on the same matter saying that he will look into the matter soon on 23rd

may 2013

 

Vijay Naugain wrote the mail 23rd may but there is no other communication from HR, so i wrote another mail
on 28th may 2013 to Sandeep and Vijay Naugain upholding the values of equality and social justice and
upgrade my position to programme officer as advertised. In this letter i raised 11 points defending my
position for programme officer

 

On 11th June 2013 I received a reply mail from Vijay Naugain for my May 28th 2013 letter. In this letter Vijay
Wrote that there was only one vacancy in the Hyderabad region in 2012, i was given a chance on the
recommendation of the interview panel even though there was no vacancy. Which is completely wrong, i
wrote back immediately on 12th June 2012, saying that there were two advertisements for two programme
officers separately in 2012, and then i gathered the documentary evidence of the two advertisements for two
programme officers in ActionAid Hyderabad in 2012 and sent both the advertisements along with my
interview call letter to Vijay Naugain and Sandeep on 19th June 2013. And i marked the copy of this mail to
Madhumita who is also involved in this issue and wrote to Sandeep about it.

 

And i received a reply to my above 19th June 2013 letter on 24th June 2012 in this mail Vijay wrote that i was
interviewed for the position of programme officer but not suitable, which was contradictory to his earlier
response of that there was no vacancy but i was given chance to work as field officer on the
recommendation of the panel. 

 

I found that the HR is trying its best to justify the injustice done to me, and defending the mistake which was
done by Raghu.  But not at all looking into the issue and conducting a proper inquiry objectively I wrote back
the same to Vijay and Sandeep on 25th June 2013

 

In my view, it is gross violation of the value of equality, which we as ActionAid upholds. We claim to all
human rights organisation and ‘state’ that we are the upholders of social justice. Ironically when it comes to
practice we are not following, demonstrate prejudice, judgemental about the marginalised sections and their
competencies.

 

I demand a comprehensive inquiry has to be conducted into this and justice should be done to me.

 

In case my official id mail deactivated, I am available at my personal mails ids Navayan@gmail.com and
tonavayan@gmail.com my mobile number is 09346677007

 

Regards

 

Karthik Navayan
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